CATA Curricular Code Change Proposal
Contest:
Proposed By:
(Name, School, Email)

AGRICULTURAL PEST CONTROL
Matt Patton
California Agricultural Teachers’Association
mpatton@calagteachers.org

Issue: (Describe the reason/rationale for the proposed change.)
As currently constructed the Curricular Code for Ag Pest does not work well with the Judging Card
Tabulations system. There are items in the code that make using the tabulation system challenging
and increase the chance of error.
Opening Ag Pest allows changes to the contests specifically to align with the Judging Card
Tabulations System. This proposal only allows changes to areas of the curricular code that does not
allow the use of current Judging Card score cards.
This proposal is not a request or mandate for change, only an opportunity to make changes if that is
the desire of the majority of ag teachers.

Please answer yes or no to ALL the questions below.
Yes
This proposal will require a contest to open out of rotation.
No
The change will affect General Rules.
No
The change will affect the awards needed.
Yes that is why the contest is being opened
The proposed change will affect tabulations/scorecards.
No
The proposed change will affect contest forms.
The proposed change will affect contest hosting site.
(e.g. additional facilities, new sections, additional scoring, etc.)
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, you need to include the following signatures:
CATA Approved Contest Advisor’s Signature
CDE Host Site Contest Coordinator’s Signature
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, please explain.

No

*It is recommended that you, or a representative, attend the pre-conference governing board meeting to answer any
questions regarding proposed curricular code changes to contests that are requested to be opened out of rotation.

Description: (Describe what is changing.)
Fill in the blank and spelling are not applicable in the Judging Card tabulations system. Modification or
deletion of these types of questions are needed to use the Judging Card tabulations system.

Proposed CATA Code Change: (Only include the section that the proposed change pertains to – do not include
the entire contest. Reference numbered section. If editing text show new text with old text in parenthesis. For
large changes set track changes in the Word document and attach the file, with edits, to this document when
submitting.)
Below are the sections of the Ag Pest Curricular Code that would need to be modified to accomidate the Judging Card Tabulations System.
B. Misspelling the common name of any insect or pest will result in the deduction of five points per specimen name misspelled. No deduction for
capitalization error.
D. Contestant must FILL IN the scientific order of each pest in the identification section of the contest. Misspelling of the scientific name will result in a five
point deduction per name misspelled.
E. Only the entire common name as listed in the Curricular Activities Code will be scored as correct.
Write in the common name of the insect and place an "X" in the most appropriate blank in each column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ID #: ______
Common Name: ________________________________________________ 5 points
Order of Pest: __________________________________________________ 5 points
(Lepidoptera etc.)
Destructive Stage
5 points Mouth Parts of Most Destructive Stage
5 points Principal Host
5 points
Larva
_____
Nymph
_____
Adult
_____ Chewing
_____
Rasping
_____
Lapping
_____
Siphoning
_____
Piercing-Sucking _____
Sponging
_____ Peaches etc. _____

Proposed CATA Code Change: (continued)

*If unable to use the template, your proposed changes need to be submitted in the same format.

